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Abstract
In this paper, we study a full-duplex cooperative cognitive radio network with multiple full-duplex secondary users acting

as potential relays for transmitting the packets of a primary user. In addition to having full-duplex capability, the receivers

also have multi-packet reception capability allowing them to simultaneously decode packets incoming from different

senders. Our objective is to maximize the sum throughput of the secondary users while stabilizing the primary and relay

queues. Towards this objective, we characterize the optimal scheduling of primary and relay packets at the full-duplex

secondary users. The resulting problem is non-convex, and thus, we transform it into a linear fractional problem by using

the dominant system approach. This, in turn, facilitates an efficient numerical solution by the bisection method. We analyze

the effects of different network parameters on the optimal solution numerically for a number of possible scenarios. Our

numerical results demonstrate how the multi-packet reception and full-duplex capabilities, as well as the partial relaying

and number of secondary users affect the primary and secondary users’ stable throughput revealing new insights into the

performance of overlay cognitive networks. In particular, we demonstrate that full-duplex capability of secondary users

together with multi-packet reception capability of the primary destination is the key in reaping the benefits of full-duplex

cooperative cognitive communications.
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1 Introduction

The cognitive radio technology, originally introduced by

Mitola in 1999, is a paradigm shift in wireless communi-

cations with a strong potential to alleviate the problem of

radio spectrum scarcity. This is attained by allowing unli-

censed (i.e., secondary) users to access the licensed, yet

highly under-utilized, radio spectrum as long as the level of

interference to the licensed (i.e., primary) users is within

pre-specified levels. Initial work on cognitive radio net-

works only considered opportunistic spectrum access

whereby the secondary users sense the channel for primary

activity and access the channel only when the primary user

is inactive. There are also studies wherein, the secondary

users cooperate with primary users to relay the primary

packets to the destination [1]. This setting, so called as

overlay approach, is particularly beneficial whenever the

secondary users are able to decode the ‘‘overheard’’ pri-

mary users’ packets which are not decodable by the pri-

mary destination. In exchange of this cooperation, the

secondary users are allowed to transmit their own packets
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whenever the primary users are idle. It was shown that this

cooperative approach can increase both the primary and

secondary user throughput. Other studies extended this

setting by investigating the effect of Multi-Packet Recep-

tion (MPR) capability in [2], and by developing a Markov

decision process framework to make cooperation decisions

dynamically in a single primary-secondary cognitive net-

work in [3, 4].

In most prior studies, the radios are assumed to be half-

duplex, i.e., if the secondary user transmits simultaneously

with the primary user, it cannot decode primary user

packets. Recent work in [5] and [6] propose practical

schemes to enable full-duplex (FD) communications.

Recently, full-duplex relaying with a decode and forward

(DF) cooperation scheme has been studied for a variety of

network settings in [7–12]. Cognitive relay networks

comprising relay nodes along with primary users and sec-

ondary user(s) are studied in [7] and [8]. In [8], oppor-

tunistic FD relay selection scheme is investigated. FD relay

selection in networks with multiple relay nodes and a

single source-destination pair has been studied in [9] and

[10]. In [10], the authors introduce a joint relay selection

and power allocation scheme in order to reduce the outage

probability. In [9], the authors provide a comprehensive

analysis for different relay selection schemes in a FD

communications setting. The network model examined in

[11] and [12] includes a single destination, single relay

node working in a DF mode with full-duplex capability and

multiple sources. In contrast to the aforementioned works,

we consider a general cognitive radio network setting with

multiple full-duplex secondary users acting as potential

relays for the primary users and all users possibly trans-

mitting to different destination nodes. Following the

advancements in full-duplex communication, we also study

the case of full duplex secondary nodes, quantifying the

expected gains offered by full-duplex implementations, as

well as the dependence of those gains on the network

topology.

The effect of the secondary users on the performance of

the primary users was analyzed in [13]. It was shown that if

the secondary users are enforced to relay the primary

packets, then the performance of the primary user is

improved. The network model considered in this paper is

similar to the model in [13]. However, in [13], secondary

users are restricted to use the idle slots, whereas in our

model, secondary users are allowed to co-access the

channel with the primary user, i.e., during busy time

periods. Furthermore, we assume that the primary desti-

nation has MPR capability, and thus, the primary user also

benefits from the usage of the busy time slots if the sec-

ondary node relays the primary packets. Cooperative cog-

nitive radio networks with destinations augmented with

MPR capability were previously studied in [14–16].

However, in contrast to our target system, cognitive radio

networks in those papers are limited to the simplistic set-

ting of a single secondary user only. Note that, although

there are several papers in the literature on secure com-

munication in relay networks, such as [17], we do not study

the security aspect of the communication in the scope of

this paper. Apart from cognitive resource sharing methods,

a contract based solution is also studied in [18].

The optimization of cooperative cognitive networks

even without FD and MPR capabilities is known to be

notoriously difficult. In this work, we introduce FD and

MPR capabilities in the nodes, which poses new and

unsolved technical challenges not addressed in the current

literature. To this end, we first develop a general opti-

mization framework for a cooperative cognitive radio

network of multiple FD secondary users with MPR capa-

bility, acting as potential relays for a primary user. In this

framework, we optimize for each secondary user, its

probability of remaining idle, and the probabilities of

transmitting a primary or secondary packet in a particular

time slot. Consequently, we aim to obtain the

stable throughput region of the primary and secondary

users. Second, we establish the non-convexity of the for-

mulated optimization problem, and thus, we re-cast the

original problem as a linear fractional problem, by using

the dominant queuing system approach. Third, we

demonstrate the efficient numerical solution of the problem

under a number of possible scenarios unveiling key insights

about the problem and the role of FD and MPR

capabilities.

Note that in most of the prior studies on cognitive radio

networks, it is assumed that secondary users either cannot

co-access the medium with the primary or, at best, can

transmit with limited power to protect the primary user.

However, with MPR capability at the primary destination,

we show that the primary user can also benefit from sharing

the medium with the secondary users. Also, note that the

FD capability allows secondary transmitters decode pri-

mary packets while transmitting a packet simultaneously,

at the cost of higher outage probability. Accordingly, the

secondary users first sense the channel to decide if the

channel is busy or idle. Then, they either transmit a primary

packet, a secondary packet or remain idle, based on the

queue selection probabilities, serving as our optimization

variables. The main contributions of this paper are sum-

marized as follows:

• We study a full-duplex cooperative cognitive radio

network with multiple full-duplex secondary users

acting as potential relays for transmitting the packets

of a primary user.

• We show that the full-duplex capability of the

secondary transmitters and the multiple packet
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reception capability of the primary destination improve

the stable throughput performance for both the primary

and secondary users.

• We apply a partial relaying scheme in a cognitive radio

network comprised of multiple secondary users with

full-duplex capability and show that it improves the

network throughput significantly.

• We study how the primary user’s stable throughput

region expands with an increasing number of secondary

users, and we show that the primary user’s performance

can be improved by the increasing number of secondary

users.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we

introduce the system model and underlying assumptions.

Afterwards, we formulate the main optimization problem

for the multi-secondary user cognitive radio network,

maximizing the sum secondary users throughput subject to

the primary and relay queues stability, among other con-

straints, in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we establish the problem

complexity and present the solution approach. In Sect. 5, we

present and discuss the numerical results for a number of

possible scenarios. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sect. 6.

2 System model

We study a cognitive radio interference channel consisting

of one primary link and N secondary transmitter-receiver

pairs as shown in Fig. 1. Time is slotted, where one packet

fits exactly in a single time slot. At the beginning of each

slot, secondary transmitters sense the channel to determine

the state of the primary transmitter being ‘‘active’’ or

‘‘idle’’.1 Then, according to the state of the primary node

the secondary nodes choose a queue to send a packet from

or stay idle according to a probabilistic stationary policy

introduced in Sect. 2.2. The packet arrivals at the primary

transmitter follow a stationary Bernoulli process with mean

kp packets per slot. The secondary transmitters always have

a packet to transmit, i.e., fully backlogged.2 We assume

that the primary destination has MPR capability, i.e., the

primary destination can decode multiple packets simulta-

neously under certain conditions that are given later in the

sequel. Throughout this work, we refer to the primary

source and destination as Sp and Dp, respectively, and to

the ith secondary source and secondary destination as Si
and Di, respectively.

2.1 Physical layer model

The transmission link between any pair of nodes (i, j) is

subject to stationary Rayleigh flat-fading, where the

channel gain between nodes i and j is hi;j with

E½ hi;j
�
�
�
�2� ¼ r2i;j. We assume mutually independent quasi-

static channels, where the gains remain constant over a slot,

yet, vary independently from one slot to another. All nodes

are exposed to independent additive white complex Gaus-

sian noise with zero mean and variance N0. The primary

source, Sp, and all secondary sources, Si, transmit with

fixed powers, �Pp and �Pi, respectively.

Each secondary transmitter, Si, has the complete

knowledge of the primary user codebook, and is able to

decode the primary transmissions.3 However, neither the

primary destination Dp knows the codebook of the sec-

ondary destination Di, nor the secondary destination Di

knows the codebook of the primary destination Dp. Hence,

Di cannot decode the primary packets and it treats primary

pQ

,1pQ

, 2pQ

,1psQ

, 2psQ

,p NQ

,ps NQ

pD

1D

2D

ND

1S

2S

NS

pS

Fig. 1 System Model: Si and Di, i 2 p; 1; . . .;Nf g are the source and

destination nodes respectively. Qps;i and Qs;i, i 2 1; . . .;Nf g, are the

queues for the primary and secondary packets in the ith secondary

node respectively. Qp is the queue of the primary node. The green line

represents the primary packet transmission whereas blue line

represents the secondary packet transmission

1 Our model is still valid under imperfect sensing, if the false positive

and negative probabilities are known. These probabilities will in turn

appear in the primary and secondary throughputs only further

complicating their expressions. We leave the investigation of the

effect of imperfect sensing for future studies, and focus on our

primary objective of understanding the effects of FD and MPR

capabilities. Our results can be considered as an upper bound on

primary and secondary throughputs for a system with imperfect

sensing.
2 If the secondary transmitters are not fully backlogged, this would

reduce the secondary sum throughput. However, the exact analysis of

a such a system is not tractable due to its sheer computational

complexity.
3 Even though this is a strong assumption, the primary user has the

motivation to share its codebook with the relays to increase its gains.

Our results in the paper can be considered as an upper bound on the

primary performance when this assumption does not hold.
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packets as noise. Similarly, Dp cannot decode the sec-

ondary packets and it treats them as noise.

A receiving node is able to decode a transmitted packet

correctly if the received instantaneous signal-to-interfer-

ence-plus-noise ratio (SINR) is larger than a certain

threshold b. Otherwise, the packet is assumed to be lost and

is re-transmitted. We define SINRij as the instantaneous

SINR between nodes i and j. The channel operates in one

of the following three modes depending on which one of

the nodes in the network is transmitting.

(a) Single user channel

This is the case where the primary or a secondary

node transmits alone. The probability of decoding

the transmission of node Sp at node Si is P
single
SpSi

, the

probability of decoding the transmission of node Sp

at node Dp is P
single
SpDp

, the probability of decoding the

transmission of node Si at node Dp is P
single
SiDp

and,

finally, the probability of decoding the transmission

of node Si at node Di is P
single
SiDi

. In general, the

probability of decoding the transmission of node i at

node j, in this case, is given by

P
single
ij ¼ P

�Pijhi;jj2

N0

[ b

( )

¼ e
�bN0vi;j

�Pi ð1Þ

We note that jhi;jj2 has an exponential distribution

with parameter vi;j i.e., pðxÞ ¼ vi;je
�vi;jx, where

vi;j ¼ 1=ci;jr
�g
i;j . In the given equality, g is the path

loss exponent, ci;j is the channel coefficient and ri;j is

the distance between the node pair (i, j).

(b) Multiaccess (MAC) channel

Both Sp and Si transmit primary packets to the

primary destination, Dp. Since Dp has MPR capa-

bility, it attempts decoding both transmissions by

performing Successive Interference Cancellation

(SIC) [19]. The decoding order is adaptive, so the

primary receiver Dp attempts decoding the signal

with the highest instantaneous SINR treating the

other signal as noise. If successful, it then subtracts

the decoded signal from the received signal and

decodes the signal with lower SINR. Pmac
SpSi

denotes

the probability of successful decoding of the signal

transmitted by node Sp at Dp, when both Sp and

secondary node Si transmit a primary packet. Sim-

ilarly, Pmac
Si

denotes the probability of successful

decoding of the signal transmitted by node Si at Dp,

when both Sp and secondary node Si transmit a

primary packet. The corresponding probabilities are

given by

Pmac
SpSi

¼ P
�PpjhSp;Dp

j2

N0 þ �PijhSi;Dp
j2

� b

( )

þ P
�PijhSi;Dp

j2

N0 þ �PpjhSp;Dp
j2

� b;
�PpjhSp;Dp

j2

N0

� b

( )

:

ð2Þ

Pmac
Si

¼ P
�PijhSi;Dp

j2

N0 þ �PpjhSp;Dp
j2

� b

( )

þ P
�PpjhSp;Dp

j2

N0 þ �PijhSi;Dp
j2

� b;
�PijhSi;Dp

j2

N0

� b

( )

:

ð3Þ

Note that the first term in (2) represents the condi-

tion for successful decoding when the primary

source signal is stronger, i.e., the secondary trans-

mission is treated as noise. On the other hand, the

second term captures the case where the secondary

transmission is stronger, and thus it is decoded first

and cancelled before decoding the primary source

transmission. Similar arguments also follow for (3).

(c) Interference channel

In terms of the destination nodes, there are three

different realizations of the interference channel:

• Sp transmits a primary packet and secondary user

Si simultaneously transmits a secondary packet.

The channel becomes an interference channel,

where the primary receiver Dp treats the trans-

mission of the secondary node as noise and P
inf
SpSi

is the probability of successfully decoding the

transmission from Sp at Dp.

• Secondary user Si transmits a secondary packet

and primary user Sp simultaneously transmits a

primary packet. The secondary receiver Di would

treat the transmission of the primary node as

noise, and P
inf
Si

is the probability of decoding the

transmission from Si at Di successfully.

• Sp transmits a primary packet, and a secondary

user Sj simultaneously transmits a secondary

packet. The secondary transmitter Si treats the

transmission of the other secondary node, Sj, as

noise and P
Sj
SpSi

is the probability of successfully

decoding the transmission from Sp at Si.

The values of the corresponding probabilities are

given by
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P
inf
SpSi

¼ P
�PpjhSp;Dp

j2

N0 þ �PijhSi;Dp
j2

� b

( )

;

P
inf
Si

¼ P
�PijhSi;Di

j2

N0 þ �PpjhSp;Di
j2

� b

( )

;

ð4Þ

P
Sj
SpSi

¼ P
�PpjhSp;Si j

2

N0 þ �PjjhSj;Si j
2
� b

( )

: ð5Þ

(d) Full-duplex operation

A secondary transmitter Si can leverage the full

duplex capability by having a non-zero probability

of decoding the primary packet, while transmitting

either a primary or a secondary packet. Let P
dup
SpSi

be

the probability that Si decodes a primary packet in

the full duplex mode.

P
dup
SpSi

¼ P
�PpjhSp;Si j

2

N0 þ �Pig
[ b

( )

¼ e
�vSp ;Sib

N0þ �Pig
�Pp

� �

;

ð6Þ

where we model the effectiveness of self-interfer-

ence cancellation techniques by a scalar gain

g 2 ½0; 1�, based on prior work in the literature, e.g.,

[20] and [21]. For instance, if g ¼ 1, no self-inter-

ference cancellation is adopted, while if g ¼ 0 the

node cancels self-interference perfectly. Further

details on self-interference cancellation can be found

in [22] and references therein.

2.2 MAC layer model

Let Qp denote the primary user queue. As shown in Fig.1,

each secondary transmitter Si has two queues; Qps;i for

storing the overheard primary packets that were not deco-

ded successfully by Dp but were successfully decoded by

the secondary user Si and Qs;i for storing the own packets

of secondary user i. In the subsequent analysis, we assume

that Qs;i 8i is backlogged, i.e., it always has a packet to

transmit.

In each time slot, only one secondary transmitter may

access the channel which is decided based on an ideal fair

random access MAC. Let PIðSiÞ and PBðSiÞ be the channel
access probabilities, by the secondary transmitter Si, when

the primary node is idle and busy, respectively. Since each

secondary user is equally probable to win the contention,

PIðSiÞ ¼ 1=N and PBðSiÞ ¼ 1=N 8i. After the contention

period, the winning secondary node decides the queue to

transmit from. However, note that the secondary node may

also prefer staying idle even if it wins the contention. Let

PI
si

and PI
psi

be the probabilities that secondary user Si

chooses queue Qs;i and Qps;i, respectively, when the pri-

mary node is idle. Similarly, PB
si
and PB

psi
are the proba-

bilities that secondary user Si transmits a packet from Qs;i

and Qps;i, respectively, when the primary node is busy. To

reduce interference on the medium when the primary node

is busy, secondary user Si may stay idle with probability

PB
Ii
¼ 1� ðPB

si
þ PB

psi
Þ. At the end of each slot, an error-

free, zero-delay ACK/NACK packet is sent by Dp, Di and

Si. We assume that the ACK/NACK packets are perfectly

received by all transmitters in the system, namely Sp and Si.

2.3 Relaying model

The proposed relaying scheme involves two major

decisions, namely the relay node selection and admission

control. Due to the broadcast nature of wireless transmis-

sions, a primary packet may be overheard and decoded by

multiple secondary users. For the relay selection decision,

we assume that only one secondary user is responsible for

relaying the primary packet. This node is selected based on

a hierarchical relay selection scheme.

Under this scheme, a secondary user sends an ACK mes-

sage with its index number if it successfully decodes the pri-

mary user packet whenDp sends a NACKmessage. All ACK/

NACKpackets are perfectly receivedbyall nodes,4 andhence,

each secondary node becomes aware of all other secondary

nodes that successfully decode the primary user packet. LetSI

be the set of indices of those secondary nodeswhosuccessfully

decode the primary user packet. Furthermore, let Imin be the

minimum of the set SI i.e., Imin ¼ min i : i 2 SIf g. Accord-
ingly, each secondary node compares its own index with Imin.

The secondary node Si where i ¼ Imin is designated as the

‘‘selected relay’’ and all other secondary nodes drop the

overheard primary user packet.

Note that the hierarchical relay selection scheme does

not take into account the channel quality between the

secondary node and the primary destination. This may

cause large number of re-transmissions, if the primary

packet ends up in the queue of a secondary relay with poor

channel quality to the primary receiver. Adding an

admission control policy takes care of this issue by

ensuring that the selected relay, Si, either backlogs the

primary user packet with probability ci, and sends an ACK

message, or drops the primary user packet with probability

1� ci and sends a NACK message. In Fig. 2, an example

with six secondary nodes is shown, where the red circles

denote the secondary users that could not decode the pri-

mary user packet and the green circles denote the

4 The duration of ACK packets are usually short, so the probability of

collision for these packets are assumed negligible.
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secondary users that received the primary user packet

successfully. Let SI ¼ 2; 3; 6f g and Imin ¼ 2, so secondary

user S2 is designated as the selected relay. Note that the

primary packet admission probability, at secondary node

Si, may depend on the secondary node Sj that has won the

contention and the queue selection of Sj (sending packet

from Qs;j,Qps;j or staying idle). Thus a failed primary

packet can be dropped by all SUs after it has been received

correctly by a number of them. The hierarchical relaying

scheme is employed to avoid overloading the network with

duplciate primary packets. In essence, it ensures that the

network keeps exactly one copy of a primary packet (at one

of the secondary users) at all times. We note that the

hierarchical relay selection scheme is merely an enabler for

our system, which is sub-optimal since it is not the prime

focus of this work. The relay selection problem can indeed

be formulated as a joint optimization problem, along with

both admission and transmission. However, we leave such

formulation as a potential direction for future work and,

instead, adopt the sub-optimal hierarchical relay selection

scheme in this paper. Hence, for each secondary node Si,

we introduce cSi;j, c
P
i;j and cIi;j as the probabilities that the i th

secondary transmitter accepts to relay a received primary

packet when the j th secondary user has an access to the

transmission channel and sends a secondary packet, pri-

mary packet or stays idle, respectively.

Next, we characterize the probability that secondary

user Si is designated as a relaying node. Let sSn;j, s
P
n;j, s

I
n;j

denote the probability that the n th secondary user is des-

ignated as a relaying node when the j th secondary user has

access to the channel and sends either a secondary packet, a

primary packet or stays idle, respectively. The dependence

on j is attributed to the fact that node j can be currently

transmitting which affects the received SINR. The

parameters sSn;j, s
P
n;j, s

I
n;j can be characterized as follows,

sSn;j ¼ P
inf
SpSj

P
dup
SpSj

� �1 1;...;n�1f gðjÞ
P
dup
SpSj

� �1 nf gðjÞ Yn�1

i¼1;i6¼j

P
Sj
SpSi

P
Sj
SpSn

� �1 1;...;n�1;nþ1;...;Nf gðjÞ
ð7Þ

sPn;j ¼ Pmac
SpSj

P
dup
SpSj

� �1 1;...;n�1f gðjÞ
P
dup
SpSj

� �1 nf gðjÞ Yn�1

i¼1;i6¼j

P
Sj
SpSi

P
Sj
SpSn

� �1 1;...;n�1;nþ1;...;Nf gðjÞ
ð8Þ

sIn;j ¼ P
single
SpDp

Yn�1

i¼1

P
single
SpSi

P
single
SpSn

ð9Þ

where p ¼ ð1� pÞ represents the probability of the com-

plement of an event occurring with probability p and 1AðxÞ
is an indicator function, i.e., 1AðxÞ ¼ 1 if x 2 A and

1AðxÞ ¼ 0, otherwise.

2.4 Queue evolution

We assume that the system is non-work conserving, i.e.,

during an idle (or busy) slot, relaying node Si serves Qps;i

with probability pIpsi (or p
B
psi
), even if Qps;i is empty. The list

of the parameters used are given in Table 1. Let QpðnÞ and
Qps;iðnÞ be the lengths of the primary transmitter queue and

the secondary relaying queue of transmitter Si at the

beginning of slot n, respectively. Let XpðnÞ and YpðnÞ be

the arrival and service processes at the primary transmitter

queue, respectively. All processes are assumed to be sta-

tionary with E XpðnÞ
� �

¼ kp and E YpðnÞ
� �

¼ lp. Similarly,

S2

S3

S4

S5

S1

S6

R
el

ay
in

g 
N

od
e 

Se
le

ct
io

n

S2

Relaying 
node

,2pQ

Primary packet is 
added to queue

Primary packet is 
dropped

2γ

21 γ–

Relaying Node Selection Admission Control

S2

S3

S6

All secondary nodes
Secondary nodes 

with primary packet

Fig. 2 Relaying architecture
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E Xps;iðnÞ
� �

¼ kps;i, and E Yps;iðnÞ
� �

¼ lps;i. The evolution of

Qp and Qps;i is captured by

Qpðnþ 1Þ ¼ QpðnÞ � YpðnÞ
� �þþXpðnÞ; ð10Þ

Qps;iðnþ 1Þ ¼ Qps;iðnÞ � Yps;iðnÞ
� �þþXps;iðnÞ ð11Þ

where xþ ¼ maxðx; 0Þ. Note that the primary node service

rate lp depends on each Qps;i and the action taken by the

secondary nodes. Indeed, Qp and Qps;i

� �N

i¼1
are interacting

queues, i.e., the service rate of each queue depends on the

steady-state distribution of other queues [15]. The dominant

system approach was proposed in [23] and [24] to establish

the sufficient conditions for queue stability. For a system of

two interacting queues, a dominant system is the one where

one of the queues sends dummy packets whenever it is

empty, and thus, constantly interferes with the transmission

of the other queue at every slot. It is evident that the queues

of a dominant system can never be shorter than those of the

original system, so the stability of the dominant system

implies the stability of the original system. In our system,

there are n queues interacting with Qp. In order to derive the

service rate of Qp, we assume that P Qps;i ¼ 0
� �

¼ 0, for all

i, i.e., each Qps;i is always backlogged in the dominant

system. Under this assumption, lp is given by,

lp ¼
XN

j¼1

PBðSjÞPB
sj
P
inf
SpSj

þ PBðSjÞPB
sj

XN

n¼1

cSn;js
S
n;j

 !

þ
XN

j¼1

PBðSjÞPB
psj
Pmac
SpSj

þ PBðSjÞPB
psj

XN

n¼1

cPn;js
P
n;j

 !

þ
XN

j¼1

PBðSjÞPB
Ij
P
single
SpDp

þ PBðSjÞPB
Ij

XN

n¼1

cIn;js
I
n;j

 !

:

ð12Þ

Note that the terms PBðSjÞPB
sj
P
inf
SpSj

, PBðSjÞPB
psj
Pmac
SpSj

and

PBðSjÞPB
Ij
P
single
SpDp

, in (12), correspond to the probabilities that

a primary user packet is successfully received at Dp, with

respect to the mode of operation, that is, interference

channel, MAC channel, or a single-user channel, respec-

tively. All other terms are for the cases where the primary

user packet cannot be decoded at Dp but successfully

decoded and enqueued by some secondary transmitter, Si.

The service rate of the secondary node relay queue lps;i
depends on the state of the primary queue Qp. If Qp is not

empty, the channel operates as a MAC channel. Otherwise,

the channel operates as a single-user channel. The service

rate lps;i is given by,

lps;i ¼ PðQp [ 0ÞPBðSiÞPB
psi
Pmac
Si

þ PðQp ¼ 0ÞPIðSiÞPI
psi
P
single
SiDp

:

ð13Þ

The service rate of the secondary user queue ls;i depends
on the primary activity in each slot. If Qs;i transmits a

packet while Qp is non-empty, the mode of operation of the

channel is that of an interference channel. On the other

hand, if Qs;i transmits a packet while Qp is empty, the mode

of operation is that of a single-user channel. The service

rate of secondary packets is given by,

ls;i ¼ PðQp [ 0ÞPBðSiÞPB
si
P
inf
Si

þ PðQp ¼ 0ÞPIðSiÞPI
si
P
single
SiDi

:

ð14Þ

Due to dominant system approach, lp becomes indepen-

dent of the states of Qps;i

� �N

i¼1
. We use Little’s Law [25] to

make the following substitution PðQp [ 0Þ ¼ kp
lp
. Thus, the

service rates lps;i and ls;i are given by,

Table 1 List of parameters

Parameter Corresponding probability

P
single
SpSi

Sp is successfully decoded at secondary user Si when Sp transmits alone

P
single
SpDp

Sp is successfully decoded at Dp when Sp transmits alone

P
single
SiDp

Si is successfully decoded at Dp when Si transmits alone (primary packet transmitted)

P
single
SiDi

Si is successfully decoded at Di when Si transmits alone (secondary packet transmitted)

Pmac
SpSi

Sp is successfully decoded at Dp when both Sp and Si transmit a primary packet

Pmac
Si

Si is successfully decoded at Dp when both Sp and Si transmit a primary packet

P
inf
SpSi

Sp is successfully decoded at Dp when Sp transmits a primary packet and secondary user Si transmit a secondary packet

P
inf
Si

Si is successfully decoded at Di when Sp transmits a primary packet and secondary user Si transmits a secondary packet

P
dup
SpSi

Sp is successfully decoded at secondary user Si using the full-duplex capability

P
Sj
SpSi

Sp is successfully decoded at secondary user Si when another secondary node, Sj, transmits
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ls;i¼PBðSiÞPB
si

kp
lp

 !

P
inf
Si
þPIðSiÞPI

si
1�kp

lp

 !

P
single
SiDi

; ð15Þ

lps;i ¼ PBðSiÞPB
psi

kp
lp

 !

Pmac
Si

þ PIðSiÞð1� PI
si
Þ 1� kp

lp

 !

P
single
SiDp

:

ð16Þ

Similarly, the arrival rate kps;i is the rate of primary packets

that Dp failed to decode but are successfully decoded by Si
in the dominant system, and can be characterized as

kps;i ¼
kp
lp

XN

j¼1

PBðSjÞPB
sj
cSi;js

S
i;j þ

kp
lp

XN

j¼1

PBðSjÞPB
psj
cPi;js

P
i;j

þ kp
lp

XN

j¼1

PBðSjÞPB
Ij
cIi;js

I
i;j:

ð17Þ

3 Problem formulation

We aim to maximize the sum throughput for all secondary

users M ¼
PN

i¼1 ls;i subject to the stability of the primary

user queue and the primary packet queues at secondary

transmitters, i.e., we need the secondary relaying scheme to

guarantee eventual transmission of all primary packets. We

assume that each Qs;i is always backlogged. We apply the

stability conditions on the dominant system. Hence, the

problem we formulate and the solution we obtain are those

of the dominant system defined in the previous sec-

tion. However, we show that at the optimal operating point,

the dominant system is statistically indistinguishable from

the original system. Hence, maximizing the secondary user

throughput subject to the stability conditions of the domi-

nant system is equivalent to maximizing the secondary user

throughput subject to the stability conditions of the original

system. We use the definition of stability given in [26], i.e.,

the system is stable if there exists a unique stationary

distribution for each queue, and the queue lengths do not

grow to infinity with time. According to Loynes criterion,

the arrival rate should be less than the service rate, for each

queue, in order for the system of queues to be stable [27].

Each secondary transmitter Si has the following decision

variables, queue selection probabilities (sending secondary

packet, relayed primary packet or staying idle)

PB
si
;PB

psi
;PB

Ii
;PI

si
;PI

psi
and primary user packet admission

probabilities cSi;j; c
P
i;j; c

I
i;j

n oN

j¼1
. At this point, we introduce

two vectors Pqs and Ppa, with size of 1� 5N and 1� 3N2,

where N is the number of SUs, corresponding to the queue

selection probabilities and the primary user packet admis-

sion probabilities respectively, i.e.,

Pqs ¼ ½PB
s1
;PB

ps1
;PB

I1
;PI

s1
;PI

ps1
; . . .;PB

sN
;PB

psN
;PB

IN
;PI

sN
;PI

psN
�;

Ppa ¼ ½cS1;1; cP1;1; cI1;1; . . .; cS1;N ; cP1;N ; cI1;N ; . . .; cSN;1; cPN;1;
cIN;1; . . .; c

S
N;N ; c

P
N;N ; c

I
N;N �:

Accordingly, the target optimization problem is formulated

as follows.

P1 : max
Pqs;Ppa

M ð18Þ

subjecttokp\lp; ð19Þ

kps;i � lps;i 8 i ð20Þ

pBpsi þ pBsi þ PB
Ii
¼ 1; 8 i ð21Þ

pIpsi þ pIsi ¼ 1; 8 i ð22Þ

cSi;j; c
P
i;j; c

I
i;j � 1 8 i; j ð23Þ

Constraint (19) ensures the stability of Qp and constraint

(20) ensures the stability of queues Qps;i

� �N

i¼1
. Constraint

(21) implies that the secondary user either relays a primary

packet from Qps;i, transmits a secondary packet from Qs;i or

abstains from transmitting to limit the interference sub-

jected to Sp. The equality in (22) enforces Si to transmit

either from Qps;i or Qs;i during a primary idle slot.

4 Solution approach

The simpler problem of a single secondary node is studied

in [15] and cast as a linear fractional optimization problem.

However, to cast the problem as a linear fractional opti-

mization problem, the constraints should be linear in terms

of the decision variables and the objective function should

be a linear fractional function of the the decision variables.

Unfortunately, the constraints in P1 are non-linear. Hence,

our solution approach involves two major steps. First, to

transform the objective function to be linearly fractional

and the constraints to be linear, in terms of the decision

variables. Second, to solve the linear fractional optimiza-

tion problem using the bisection method [15], known to be

efficient for this type of problems.

4.1 Change of variables

In order to efface the multiplicative terms from the

objective function and constraints, we define new auxiliary

variables. The auxiliary variables and corresponding mul-

tiplicative terms are given in Table 2. We first clarify how

to recover the original variables from the auxiliary ones.

Since, pBpsi þ pBsi þ PB
Ii
¼ 1 and pIpsi þ pIsi ¼ 1, the queue
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selection probabilities are reconstructed in the following

manner, PB
si
¼ ~PB

si
=PBðSiÞ, PB

psi
¼ ~PB

psi
=PBðSiÞ,

PB
Ii
¼ ~PB

Ii
=PBðSiÞ, PI

si
¼ ~PI

si
=PIðSiÞ and PI

psi
¼ ~PI

psi
=PIðSiÞ.

Similarly, primary user packet admission probabilities are

obtained as, cSi;j ¼ rSi;j=~P
B
si
,cPi;j ¼ rPi;j=~P

B
psi

and cIi;j ¼ rIi;j=~P
B
Ii
.

Next, we rewrite the arrival rates and service rates in terms

of the auxiliary variables as follows,

lp ¼
XN

j¼1

~PB
sj
P
inf
SpSj

þ ~PB
psj
Pmac
SpSj

þ ~PB
Ij
P
single
SpDp

� �

þ
XN

i¼1

XN

j¼1

rSi;js
S
i;j þ rPi;js

P
i;j þ rIi;js

I
i;j

� �

;

ð24Þ

kps;i ¼
kp
lp

 !
XN

j¼1

rSi;js
S
i;j þ rPi;js

P
i;j þ rIi;js

I
i;j; ð25Þ

ls;i ¼
kp
lp

 !

~PB
si
P
inf
Si

þ 1� kp
lp

 !

~PI
si
P
single
SiDi

; ð26Þ

lps;i ¼
kp
lp

 !

~PB
psi
Pmac
Si

þ 1� kp
lp

 !

~PI
psi
P
single
SiDp

: ð27Þ

In terms of the auxiliary variables, P1 can be reformulated

as follows

P2 : max
r; ~P

M ð28Þ

subject to kp\lp;

kps;i � lps;i 8 i
ð29Þ

~PB
si
þ ~PB

psi
þ ~PB

Ii
¼ 1

N
8 i ð30Þ

~PI
si
þ ~PI

psi
¼ 1

N
8 i ð31Þ

rSi;j � ~PB
si
; rPi;j � ~PB

psi
; rIi;j � ~PB

Ii
8 i; j ð32Þ

where r and ~P are vectors of auxiliary variables of size 6N

and 3N2, respectively,

~P ¼½~PB
s1
; ~PB

ps1
; ~PB

I1
; ~PI

s1
; ~PI

ps1
; . . .; ~PB

sN
; ~PB

psN
; ~PB

IN
; ~PI

sN
; ~PI

psN
�;

r ¼½rS1;1; rP1;1; rI1;1; . . .; rS1;N ; rP1;N ; rI1;N ; . . .;rSN;1; rPN;1;
rIN;1; . . .; r

S
N;N ; r

P
N;N ; r

I
N;N �:

Before solving P2, we show that the constraints of P2 are

equivalent to those of P1, which means that a solution is

feasible in P1 if and only if the transformed solution after

change of variables is feasible in P2. First of all, by the

previous assumption of an underlying fair MAC protocol,

the probability that a certain SU owns the medium at some

time slot is equal and independent from the primary status.

Thus, if we call this probability the contention winning

probability, C, we have CIðSiÞ ¼ CBðSiÞ ¼ 1=N for all i.

As a result, we have the following equality

pBpsi þ pBsi þ PB
Ii
¼

~PB
si

1=N
þ

~PB
psi

1=N
þ

~PB
Ii

1=N
: ð33Þ

Since 1
N
¼ ~PB

si
þ ~PB

psi
þ ~PB

Ii
according to constraint (30), the

previous equation implies that pBpsi þ pBsi þ PB
Ii
¼ 1 and,

hence the constraint (21) is satisfied. In a similar fashion,

one can show that (22) is satisfied. Constraint (32) implies

that rSi;j � ~PB
si

and when both sides of the inequality is

divided by ~PB
si

we obtain the following inequality

rSi;j=~P
B
si
� 1. Since cSi;j ¼ rSi;j=~P

B
si
, the previous inequality

implies that cSi;j � 1. In a similar fashion, one can observe

that cPi;j � 1 and cIi;j � 1. Hence, constraint (32) ensures that

constraint (23) is satisfied and we have shown that the

constraints in P2 are both necessary and sufficient for the

recovered solution in P1 to be feasible.

4.2 Reducing the number of decision variables

Recall that our objective function is the sum of the sec-

ondary user rates, that is,

M ¼ kp
lp

 !
XN

i¼1

~PB
si
P
inf
Si

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

M1

þ 1� kp
lp

 !
XN

i¼1

~PI
si
P
single
SiDi

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

M2

ð34Þ

As seen in (34), M is written as the sum of two functions,

M1 and M2, which correspond to the sum of the secondary

rates during busy and idle periods, respectively. The first

term of the objective function, M1, does not depend on the

variables ~PI
si

n oN

i¼1
. On the contrary, the second part of the

objective function, M2, is a monotonically increasing

function of ~PI
si

with a slope of P
single
SiDs

. In addition, the

equality constraint (31) implies that ~PI
si
¼ 1=N � ~PI

psi
.

Hence,M2 is linearly decreasing with ~PI
psi

and, therefore,M

is also linearly decreasing with ~PI
psi
.

Table 2 List of variables

Auxiliary variables Corresponding multiplicative term

~PB
si

PBðSiÞPB
si

~PB
psi

PBðSiÞPB
psi

~PB
Ii

PBðSiÞPB
Ii

~PI
si

PIðSiÞPI
si

~PI
psi

PIðSiÞð1� PI
si
Þ

rSi;j PBðSiÞPB
si
cSi;j

rPi;j PBðSiÞPB
psi
cPi;j

rIi;j PBðSiÞPB
Ii
cIi;j
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M ¼ kp
lp

 !
XN

i¼1

~PB
si
P
inf
Si

þ 1� kp
lp

 !
XN

i¼1

ð1=N � ~PI
psi
ÞPsingle

SiDi
:

ð35Þ

The following lemma proves that there is a lower bound for

each ~PI
psi
.

Lemma 1 Each ~PI
psi

has a non-negative lower bound i.e.,

~PI
psi

� max /i; 0f g where, /i is given by,

/i ¼
kps;i � ~PB

psi

kp
lp

� �

Pmac
Si

1� kp
lp

� �

P
single
SiDp

: ð36Þ

Proof First, constraint (29) implies the following

inequality

kps;i �
kp
lp

 !

~PB
psi
Pmac
Si

þ 1� kp
lp

 !

~PI
psi
P
single
SiDp

: ð37Þ

Rearranging the terms and taking ~PI
psi

to the right hand side

of the inequality, we get

kps;i � ~PB
psi

kp
lp

� �

Pmac
Si

1� kp
lp

� �

P
single
SiDp

� ~PI
psi
: ð38Þ

One can observe that the term in the left hand side of the

above inequality is /i. We further note that ~PI
psi

has a

natural lower bound which comes from the fact that ~PI
psi

is

a probability and should be non-negative. Hence, we

establish the lower bound. h

Notice that /i\0 when kps;i\~PB
psi
ðkplpÞP

mac
Si

which

implies that it is possible to stabilize Qps;i without using

idle time slots. However, since our objective is to maxi-

mize the secondary sum throughput, ~PB
psi

can be decreased

in order to use busy time slots for sending secondary

packets until kps;i become close to ~PB
psi
ðkplpÞP

mac
Si

. Alterna-

tively, the secondary user may prefer to stay idle in order to

avoid causing interference to the primary user. Hence, for

the maximum value of M we expect either /i [ 0 or /i �
0 which justifies the following assumption.

Assumption 1 /i � 0 for all i.

In Lemma 2 below, we utilize Lemma 1 and Assump-

tion 1 to show that the optimal values of ~PI
psi

that maximize

the objective function M can be written in terms of other

decision variables.

Lemma 2 For any i , the optimal value of ~PI
psi

that

maximizes the objective function M is given by ~PIH

psi
¼ /i.

Proof Lemma 1 and Assumption 1 together imply that
~PI
psi

�/i. On the other hand, it is established before that the

objective function M is linearly decreasing with ~PI
psi

which

implies that M attains its maximum value when ~PI
psi

¼ /i.

h

Next, we insert /i in the objective function M,

M ¼ kp
lp

 !
XN

i¼1

~PB
si
P
inf
Si

þ 1� kp
lp

 !
XN

i¼1

ð1=N � /iÞP
single
SiDi

:

ð39Þ

In the next step, /i is replaced by the term given in (36),

that is,

M ¼ kp
lp

 !
XN

i¼1

~PB
si
P
inf
Si

þ 1� kp
lp

 !PN
i¼1 P

single
SiDi

N

þ kp
lp

 !
XN

i¼1

~PB
psi
P
single
SiDi

ðPmac
Si

=Psingle
SiDp

Þ

� kp
lp

 !
XN

i¼1

P
single
SiDi

P
single
SiDp

XN

j¼1

rSi;js
S
i;j þ rPi;js

P
i;j þ rIi;js

I
i;j

 !

:

ð40Þ

Thus, the final version of our optimization problem

becomes,

P3 : max
r; ~P

M ð41Þ

subject to kp\lp;

~PB
psi

kp
lp

 !

Pmac
Si

� kps;i 8 i
ð42Þ

~PB
si
þ ~PB

psi
þ ~PB

Ii
¼ 1=N 8 i ð43Þ

/i � 1=N 8 i
rSi;j � ~PB

si
; rPi;j � ~PB

psi
; rIi;j � ~PB

Ii
8 i; j

ð44Þ

We note that constraint (42) appears in P3 due to

Assumption 1. We show that it is possible to obtain optimal

values of ~PB
si
; ~PB

psi

n oN

i¼1
in terms of other decision variables

and thus, reduce the number of decision variables in the

optimization problem, P2.

4.3 Bisection method

The optimization problem P3 is a linear fractional opti-

mization problem, since its objective function and all of its

constraints are linear functions of the decision variables.

Linear fractional optimization problems are quasi-concave

optimization problems, and they can be solved efficiently

by bisection algorithm [28]. Note that the underlying
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principle of bisection algorithm is to convert the opti-

mization problem into successive linear feasibility prob-

lems that are solved iteratively. We re-write P3 in

hypograph form [28] as:

P4 : max
r; ~P

t ð45Þ

subject to lpM� tlp ð46Þ

kp\lp

~PB
psi

kp
lp

 !

Pmac
Si

� kps;i; for all i
ð47Þ

~PB
si
þ ~PB

psi
þ ~PB

Ii
¼ 1; for all i ð48Þ

/i � 1=N; for all i

rSi;j � ~PB
si
; rPi;j � ~PBpsi ; r

I
i;j � ~PBIi ; for all i; j

ð49Þ

where t� 0 is a real scalar. Note that the objective function

M in P3 now appears as a linear constraint (46) in P4.

Given the value of t, the resulting feasibility problem P4 is

a linear program. In our implementation of bisection

algorithm, we first select a feasible lower bound, tl and an

infeasible upper bound, tu, for P3. Initially, we let tl ¼ 0

packets/slot and tu ¼ 1 packets/slot, since the sum of the

secondary rates M is guaranteed to fall between these two

values.5 Since the optimal value of the objective function

M is between tl and tu, we solve the feasibility problem

iteratively at t ¼ tlþtu
2
. If the problem is feasible, we update

tl ¼ t and if the problem is infeasible we update tu ¼ t. We

repeat this procedure until the length of the ½tl; tu� falls

below a predetermined threshold. At the end of the pro-

cedure, the optimal value is declared as tl.

5 Numerical results

In this section, we conduct extensive simulations to illus-

trate the effects of the key decisions and parameters in our

system, namely, the admission control policy, full-duplex

capability and the number of secondary users.

Note that for the hierarchical relaying scheme described

earlier, the secondary user index number can be considered

as a priority indicator for the secondary relays, when

receiving a primary user packet. Hence, the primary packet

arrival rate of Si, kps;i, can be increased (decreased) by

decreasing (increasing) the index number of a particular

secondary node. Intuitively, if the secondary nodes are

indexed according to their potential departure rates, lps;i,
then one may match the arrival rate with departure rate.

Obviously, it is not possible to know the value of lps;i

before solving the optimization problem. However, we

know that lps;i is linearly increasing with P
single
SiDp

. Thus, we

may use P
single
SiDp

as a proxy metric for assigning index

numbers to the secondary users, e.g., we assign P
single
S1Dp

with

the highest index, and P
single
SNDp

with the lowest.

5.1 Simulation setup

The network topology used in our simulations is illustrated

in Fig. 3, where the source nodes are labeled with color red

and the destination nodes are labeled with color green. In

this network, the primary transmitter and destination pair is

located at the opposite ends of a circle with diameter of

length R, and the secondary transmitters are placed at

arbitrary points on the same circle. Let a be the angle

between the line connecting Sp and Dp, and the chord

connecting Si and Dp for i ¼ 1; 2. The locations of the

secondary transmitters are varied by changing the value of

a. Note that a higher value of a implies that the secondary

transmitters are close to the primary destination, whereas a

lower value of a implies that they are closer to the primary

transmitter. We assume that the distance between a sec-

ondary transmitter and its corresponding secondary desti-

nation is fixed as rS1D1
¼ rS2D2

¼ 20 m. Other distances

rSpD1
¼ rSpD2

and rS1D2
¼ rS2D1

are also specified accord-

ingly. Throughout the simulation experiments, we use a

path loss exponent g ¼ 4, and the channel coefficient ci;j
between any node pair i and j is set to 3dB. The trans-

mission powers of the primary and secondary transmitters

are equal to each other, i.e., �Pp ¼ �P1 ¼ �P2 ¼ 38 dBm.

5.2 The role of the admission control policy

In this subsection, we investigate the effect of the

probabilistic admission control policy, introduced in Sect.

2.3, on the performance of the primary node in terms of the

maximum stable primary arrival rate, kp. Note that the

maximum stable primary arrival rate is the highest value of

α
αpS pD

1S

2S

1D

2D

R

Fig. 3 Network topology for Figs. 4, 5, 6

5 If P3 is infeasible for tl ¼ 0, then there is no feasible solution, and

thus, Qp and/or Qps;i are not stable.
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the packet arrival rate at the primary user queue, for which

all queues in the network are stable. We consider three

scenarios, where the distance between the primary trans-

mitter and destination pair is 60, 50 and 40 m. Note that

each scenario corresponds to a different level of channel

quality for the primary transmitter and destination pair,

which can be classified as bad, average and good,

respectively. The probability of successful transmission,

P
single
SpDp

is equal to 0.36, 0.61 and 0.81, respectively. For each

scenario, we examine three cases, where a is equal to p
18
, p
4
,

and 8p
18
. Recall that when a is high, the secondary trans-

mitter is close to the primary destination, and thus, the

primary packet transmitted from a secondary node is

decoded with high probability at the primary destination. In

fact, when a ¼ 8p
18
, P

single
SiDp

is greater than 0.99 in all three

scenarios. Conversely, when a is small, P
single
SiDp

is low and

the relaying capability is limited.

In this experiment, we observe kp under three different

settings: (a) without relaying, (b) with relaying but without

admission control and (c) with relaying and admission

control. The results corresponding to each system are

plotted with blue, green and yellow, respectively. As

illustrated in Fig. 4, kp increases as the quality of primary

transmitter destination channel improves. We also note that

as a increases, kp improves, i.e., it is better to have the

secondary relay nodes close to the primary destination, if

the objective is to improve the primary user performance.

As illustrated by the results for the case a ¼ p
18
in Fig. 4,

when the quality of the channel between the secondary

transmitter and the primary destination is poor (without an

admission control policy), the performance of the primary

node may deteriorate. This is because, when the channel is

not reliable, the departure rate of the secondary nodes is

low, which in turn forces the secondary node to transmit

more aggressively to stabilize its primary packets queue.

This in turn reduces the transmission opportunities avail-

able for the primary packets.

5.3 The effect of the full-duplex capability

We now investigate the effect of full-duplex capability

on the sum secondary user throughput. We assume that the

primary transmitter destination pair is located as illustrated

in Fig. 3 with the length of the diameter given by R ¼ 60m.

We consider two extreme cases: (1) Perfect full-duplex

transmission, i.e., self interference cancellation is perfect,

i.e., g ¼ 0, and (2) half-duplex transmission, i.e., g ¼ 1. In

Fig. 5(a)–(h), we analyze the sum secondary user

throughput, M, with respect to the stable primary arrival

rate kp with and without full-duplex capability for varying

values of a.
In the first part of the experiment, we examine eight

different a values and for each a value we plot the sum of

the secondary throughput with respect to the stable primary

arrival rate kp for the full-duplex mode and the half-duplex

mode separately. The effect of the full-duplex capability

becomes evident starting with Fig. 5(c), i.e., for a[ 2p
18
.

Note that when a� 2p
18
, the MPR capability is low6

(i.e.,Pmac
SpSi

� 0:25, Pmac
Si

� 0:3), and thus, the relaying nodes

refrain from transmitting in busy time slots. On the other

hand, when a is large, the MPR capability is high, and thus,

the secondary users utilize busy time slots by transmitting

primary packets. Hence, with primary packets transmitted

during busy slots, secondary nodes increase their

throughput by utilizing the idle slots for their own packets

as shown in Fig. 6(a). Also note that as a is increased, the

distance rSpSi is increased, and thus, the probability of

successfully receiving primary packets at the secondary

transmitters dominate the network performance. The pri-

mary user becomes more dependent on the cooperation
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Fig. 4 Maximum sustainable primary node rate kp. a r ¼ 60m b r ¼ 50m c r ¼ 40m

6 Recall that the MPR capability is low when the received signal

powers at the primary destination are close to each other. Since we

assume that transmitter powers are equal, the MPR capability is low

when the distances rSpDp
and rSiDp

are close to each other which is the

case when a is low.
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with secondary users for delivering primary packets to the

primary destination. Hence, as a increases, the full-duplex

capability starts having a bigger impact on the performance

of the primary node as illustrated in Fig. 6(b).

5.4 The effect of the number of relaying nodes

In this subsection, we show that the performance of the

primary node may be improved by adding more secondary

nodes to the network. To this end, we examine the topology

illustrated in Fig. 7a. The source nodes are labeled with

green and destination nodes are labeled with red. The

secondary source nodes are placed on a line connecting the

primary source and destination nodes. The distance

between two successive secondary nodes is 2.5 m, i.e.,

rSiSiþ1
¼ 2:5 for all i ¼ 1; . . .; 6. The distance between a

secondary source and secondary destination is fixed at

rSiDi
¼ 10 for all i ¼ 1; . . .; 6. Also, the distance from the

primary destination to the first secondary source is given as

rS1Dp
¼ 10. In this experiment, we take primary transmis-

sion power as �Pp ¼ 38dBm, and secondary transmission

power as �Pi ¼ 36dBm for all i ¼ 1; . . .; 6. We evaluate the

maximum stable primary arrival rate with increasing

number of secondary nodes, i.e., when N ¼ 1, there is a

single secondary node pair S1 and D1, when N ¼ 2, there

are two secondary node pairs S1 and D1 and S2 and D2, and

so on until N ¼ 6. The results are given in Fig. 7b.
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Fig. 5 The effect of full-duplex capability. a a ¼ 1p
18

b a ¼ 2p
18

c a ¼ 3p
18

d a ¼ 4p
18

e a ¼ 5p
18

f a ¼ 6p
18

g a ¼ 7p
18

h a ¼ 8p
18
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As demonstrated in Fig. 7b, the maximum stable pri-

mary arrival rate is increasing with the number of sec-

ondary nodes. Note that in this topology, all secondary

nodes are close to the primary destination. Thus, a primary

packet relayed by a secondary node will be successfully

decoded at the primary destination with high probability.

On the contrary, the distances between the primary source

and secondary nodes are comparatively larger, and thus,

the limiting factor for improving the primary user perfor-

mance is the successful delivery of primary packets to the

relaying secondary nodes. Hence, additional secondary

nodes improves the probability of successful delivery of

primary packets to at least one of the relay nodes, which in

turn improves the stable primary user arrival rate.

6 Conclusions and future directions

Wireless communications have long been hamstrung by the

inability to transmit and receive simultaneously due to self-

interference. With advanced signal processing capabilities,

wireless full-duplex transmission has become a reality. In

this work, we study a cognitive radio network with multiple

full-duplex secondary users acting as potential relays for a

primary user, helping to forward primary packets in case of

transmission outages. The secondary nodes are not com-

pletely altruistic; they help the primary user in order to

increase the idle time of the channel to transmit their own

packets. We consider an optimization problem which aims

to maximize the sum throughput of the secondary users

while stabilizing the primary user queues. In order to

achieve this objective, the optimization problem determi-

nes the transmission probabilities for primary and sec-

ondary users as well as the primary packet admission

probabilities at the secondary users. The solution is

obtained by transforming the problem into a linear frac-

tional problem, and then employing the bisection method.

We evaluate the performance of the system, numerically, in

terms of the maximum stable primary arrival rate and sum

throughput. The effect of admission control, full-duplex

capability and number of secondary nodes, on these per-

formance metrics, are quantified. Our results indicate that:

• The admission control policy is critical for improving

the primary user performance. In the absence of

admission control, it is possible that the maximum

stable primary rate may be reduced due to the
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Fig. 7 The effect of the number of secondary users on sustainable primary rate. a Network topology for demonstrating the effect of number of

secondary users. b Maximum sustainable primary user arrival rate
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undesirable relaying by secondary nodes with worse

channel conditions.

• The full-duplex capability and multipacket reception

work effectively together, and their collective improve-

ment is especially significant for networks where the

secondary nodes have better channel to the primary

destination as compared to the primary transmitter.

• Increasing the number of secondary nodes may

improve the primary user performance due to the

increased path diversity when secondary nodes have

relatively better channel quality to the primary

destination.

We identify two interesting future research directions.

First, the benefit of MPR can be further improved by

adjusting the transmission powers of the secondary users.

Hence, there will be a trade-off between the sum secondary

user throughput and the maximum stable primary rate.

Second, note that adding new secondary nodes in the net-

work does not necessarily improve the performance of the

primary user unless these nodes are located such that they

have relatively better channel conditions compared to the

primary transmitter. The channel access probabilities can

also be optimized in our framework so that the need to

carefully add secondary nodes in the network for the

benefit of the primary user is obviated.
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